• In §1 we prove that norms that are reflexive, minimal, or have an associate property are identical. In §2 we show that for reflexive Banach spaces the associate with every crossnorm is also a crossnorm, that is, there exists a least crossnorm.
In §3 we present a method for construction of reflexive crossnorms and prove certain inequalities.
An application of the results of this section to Hilbert spaces permits us to construct semi-self-associate crossnorms, that is, for every natural number k a crossnorm Sk is constructed such that Sk^S and Sk = (Sk)' = for all expressions of rank not greater than k, where 5 denotes the self-associate crossnorm for Hilbert spaces constructed by F. J. Murray and J. v. Neumann [5] . This last result also proves that a crossnorm is not determined by the values which it assumes for all expressions of rank not greater than 2. Finally, in §4 we show that a uniformly convex crossnorm sets up the relation (E\®E2)' = E{ ®El if, and only if, N" = N. 1 . In this section we shall assume that Ei, E2 are Banach spaces, with no special restrictions.
We introduce the following additional notation:
a. If a norm N is defined on n(Eh E2), then N" is defined on 2I(£i', El') D2l(£i, Ei). By (N") we shall understand N" considered only on 21 (Eu E2).
Similarly if N is defined on %(EU E2), N'" is defined on 31(57", El") D%(E{, El), and <2V"') denotes N'" considered only on St(£i', El). %*(E{,El)C%*(E{",El").
On the other hand, N"'(F) = N'(F) [7, Lemma 3.2 ] . This completes the proof. Suppose N is reflexive, that is, (N") = N. Then obviously N has an associate property, because ft*(£i. E2) = 21 <*->(£!, E2) C %n>-(E{', El').
Therefore (b)->(c).
Suppose finally that N denned in 21 (£i, E2) has an associate property, that is, for a certain norm N° defined in 2l(£;, El), %N(EU E2)C%jn°)>(E{' , El'). Let the norm 7V00 in 21 (£i, E2) be such that (iV00) ' = N'. Then, for F G 21 * (£/, El),
Thus, (7V00)'=iV0 throughout 2I(£/, £0, and therefore (N00)" ^(N°)' throughout 2l(£i", El'). Consequently, iV00 = (N00)'' = (N°)' = N, for / in 2l*(£i, £2)C2I*(£i", £2"). Thus ;V is minimal. Therefore (c)-»(a). This completes the proof. Proof. By assumption, N^N°. Therefore N'^(N0)' and N"£(N<>)" [7, Lemma 3.3] . Thus (N") = <(iV0)"). iV is reflexive by assumption. Therefore N=(N"), and N^((N0)"). This completes the proof.
Remark. Property (c) of Theorem 1.1 suggests the existence of an infinite number of different reflexive crossnorms.
We shall prove later that this is the case, and present a method for construction of reflexive crossnorms (2). 2. Throughout the rest of this paper we shall assume Ei = E", E2 = El'.
In this case El) = K(E{', El'), and for any norm N in &(Ei, El), Lemma 2.1. NL(EU El) = NL(E{', El') and No{Elt El) = N0(E{', El').
Proof. This is a consequence of the definition of the least and greatest crossnorms [7 Therefore (NG(Ei, El))' = NL(E{, El). This completes the proof.
Corollary. Nl and NJ' are associate with each other.
Proof. The associate with NG' is NG" =NG' =NL, by Lemmas 2.4 and 1.1.
(2) The question of existence of non-reflexive crossnorms is not settled in this paper. It should be noticed that for every non-reflexive norm, Mt ®E^ would be a proper subset of (£i®£t)'-In particular it is not settled whether the greatest crossnorm is reflexive. It can be shown, however, that when E\, E2 are Hilbert spaces, then the greatest crossnorm is reflexive.
The associate with Nl is Nl = Nq" , by Lemma 2.4. Remark. From Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 it is evident that we have constructed three different reflexive crossnorms, which are equal for all expressions of rank not greater than p; namely Sp, (Sp)', S.
Sp and (Sp)' are reflexive, hence associate with each other. Thus for every natural p we have constructed reflexive "semi-self-associate" crossnorms Sp and (Sp)', that is not self-associate, but equal to their associates for all expressions of rank not greater than p.
Incidentally, this result also proves that the values of a crossnorm for all expressions of rank not greater than p (where p denotes any natural number) do not necessarily determine the crossnorm.
4. In the introduction of this paper, it was pointed out that if a norm sets up the relation (Ei®£2)' = £i ®El, then N" = N for expressions in 21 (Mi, £2)C2I(£i", Ei'), or N is reflexive. In the present section we consider a "converse" problem. CEl'®El'.
Proof. The linear set 2l*(£i", El') in which there is defined the norm N" is an extension of the linear set 21* (E\, El) in which there is defined the norm N. Thus the closure of 21* (£i", El') is an extension of the closure of 2I*(£i, £2). This completes the proof. Proof. Suppose that (£i®£2)"=£i®£2, and F* is an element of (£i®£2)' which does not belong to B{ ®£2. From the construction of El ®£2 follows that the set is closed in (£i®£2)'.
Hence, there exists a linear functional J on (£i®£2)', such that J(F*) = 1 and 7(F)_=0, for F in E{ ®El [\, p. 57J. Proof. By continuity it follows that N is uniformly convex in £i®£2, hence [3, 4, 6] (£i®£2)" = £i®£2. An application of Lemma 4.3 completes the proof.
